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Access management

Monitor entrances and exits to ensure
only approved visitors and authorized
personnel are granted access.
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The power to

detect, protect and patrol,
from perimeter to critical core.

Critical Infrastructure/Industrial
Incidents at critical facilities and industrial sites can lead to production
disruption and safety hazards. Intrusion protection with early detection and
verification can help ensure your facility runs as smooth as possible.
Common areas to secure
> Power plants
> Base transceiver stations
> Solar plants
> Oil rigs and water reservoirs
> Mines
> Farms and residential areas
> Data centers
> Food production
> Manufacturing

Government
Addressing threats to public safety and security is a top priority for
governments at all levels. Real-time detection allows for early verification and
quick response time.
Common areas to secure
> Borders
> National landmarks
> Court buildings and prisons
> Customs and immigration offices
> Ministries and city halls

Transportation
With thousands of travelers in a day, transportation hubs need wide area
coverage and next level security to react to threats in real time.
Common areas to secure
> Airports
> Seaports
> Bus depots
> Rail yards
> Cargo and logistics hubs

For more information, visit
www.axis.com/intrusion-protection

